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This micronAir  Cabin Air Filter fits: Saab 9-3, from model year 2002.

Get in and breathe easy.

www.              .com

The vehicle manufacturer recommends that the filter be changed every year or 30,000 miles.
Engineered for Original Equipment Manufacturer Specifications.

908543 REV. NC 51

Cabin Air Filtration Product

MicronAir  No. SA02175P, SA02175C
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••••• Set the wipers in theSet the wipers in theSet the wipers in theSet the wipers in theSet the wipers in the
upright position.upright position.upright position.upright position.upright position.

••••• Open the hood.Open the hood.Open the hood.Open the hood.Open the hood.
����� Dismantle the cover�s rightDismantle the cover�s rightDismantle the cover�s rightDismantle the cover�s rightDismantle the cover�s right
hand clipshand clipshand clipshand clipshand clips. Remov. Remov. Remov. Remov. Remove the clipe the clipe the clipe the clipe the clip
on the corner tab to theon the corner tab to theon the corner tab to theon the corner tab to theon the corner tab to the
windscrwindscrwindscrwindscrwindscreen cornereen cornereen cornereen cornereen corner.....

� Loosen the rear main seal� Loosen the rear main seal� Loosen the rear main seal� Loosen the rear main seal� Loosen the rear main seal
halfwayhalfwayhalfwayhalfwayhalfway.....

����� Lift off the foam block andLift off the foam block andLift off the foam block andLift off the foam block andLift off the foam block and
lift up the front edge of thelift up the front edge of thelift up the front edge of thelift up the front edge of thelift up the front edge of the
cover so that the hood andcover so that the hood andcover so that the hood andcover so that the hood andcover so that the hood and
clip release on the rearclip release on the rearclip release on the rearclip release on the rearclip release on the rear
edge. Fedge. Fedge. Fedge. Fedge. Fold back the cornerold back the cornerold back the cornerold back the cornerold back the corner
tabtabtabtabtab.....

����� FFFFFold up the covold up the covold up the covold up the covold up the cover halfwayer halfwayer halfwayer halfwayer halfway.....

����� FFFFFold up the clips from the filterold up the clips from the filterold up the clips from the filterold up the clips from the filterold up the clips from the filter
holderholderholderholderholder. Remov. Remov. Remov. Remov. Remove the cabin aire the cabin aire the cabin aire the cabin aire the cabin air
f i l terf i l terf i l terf i l terf i l ter.....

� Lift up the drainage hose and� Lift up the drainage hose and� Lift up the drainage hose and� Lift up the drainage hose and� Lift up the drainage hose and
clean it.clean it.clean it.clean it.clean it.

� Fit the drainage hose and� Fit the drainage hose and� Fit the drainage hose and� Fit the drainage hose and� Fit the drainage hose and
insert a new micronAirinsert a new micronAirinsert a new micronAirinsert a new micronAirinsert a new micronAir®®®®® cabincabincabincabincabin
air filterair filterair filterair filterair filter. The new filter should. The new filter should. The new filter should. The new filter should. The new filter should
be fitted with the arrowsbe fitted with the arrowsbe fitted with the arrowsbe fitted with the arrowsbe fitted with the arrows
dirdirdirdirdirected in towarected in towarected in towarected in towarected in towards the cards the cards the cards the cards the car.....

����� FFFFFold back the holder�s clipsold back the holder�s clipsold back the holder�s clipsold back the holder�s clipsold back the holder�s clips.....
� F� F� F� F� Fold down the covold down the covold down the covold down the covold down the covererererer. Fit the corner tab under the windscr. Fit the corner tab under the windscr. Fit the corner tab under the windscr. Fit the corner tab under the windscr. Fit the corner tab under the windscreeneeneeneeneen
moulding. Insert the hook under the windscreen and pressmoulding. Insert the hook under the windscreen and pressmoulding. Insert the hook under the windscreen and pressmoulding. Insert the hook under the windscreen and pressmoulding. Insert the hook under the windscreen and press
down the cover so that the clips lock.down the cover so that the clips lock.down the cover so that the clips lock.down the cover so that the clips lock.down the cover so that the clips lock.

����� Fit the clip to the corner tab to the windscrFit the clip to the corner tab to the windscrFit the clip to the corner tab to the windscrFit the clip to the corner tab to the windscrFit the clip to the corner tab to the windscreen cornereen cornereen cornereen cornereen corner.....
����� Lift up the foam block and fit the clipLift up the foam block and fit the clipLift up the foam block and fit the clipLift up the foam block and fit the clipLift up the foam block and fit the clip. Fit the r. Fit the r. Fit the r. Fit the r. Fit the rear mainear mainear mainear mainear main
seal. Check the operseal. Check the operseal. Check the operseal. Check the operseal. Check the operation of the wipersation of the wipersation of the wipersation of the wipersation of the wipers.....

����� Close the hood.Close the hood.Close the hood.Close the hood.Close the hood.


